I. INTRODUCTION

Global trade opportunities continue to broaden as technological innovation shrinks the distance between nations, companies widen their search for capital, and industrialization expands the demand for resources. Intellectual property law, particularly patent law, increasingly plays a fundamental role in furthering the global economy. Recognizing the critical role of patent law in global trade, the United States has been involved in efforts to harmonize its patent laws with those of other countries. The goals of these harmonization efforts include uniform and valid international patent protection.

The United States most recently advanced its harmonization efforts with the adoption of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Although the United States adopted several new provisions as part of its effort to reform its patent laws, it chose to forgo prior user rights. The primary reason for this decision was that these rights are continually associated with a first-to-file patent system, a provision the United States also chose to forgo.

The issue of prior user rights, however, continues to be on the legislative front. Recently, bills have been introduced in both the Senate and the House of Representatives to add a new section 273 to Title 35 *544 providing for prior user rights. [n1] These bills would provide good faith prior users of a patented invention with a defense to patent infringement. The adoption of prior user rights would put the United States on equal footing with the vast majority of industrialized nations which already recognize such rights, help resolve disputes between patentees and prior users without invalidating the patent, and bring the world one step closer to attaining global patent law harmonization.

This article addresses the rationales for the adoption of prior user rights in the United States' first-to-invent patent system. Part II provides a substantive background of patent law comprising a brief overview of the United States patent system, a definition of prior user rights and, most importantly, an explanation of how the history of United States patent law establishes precedent for prior user rights. Part III shows that patent prior user rights are consistent with a traditional American ethos. Part IV explains when prior user rights arise in a first-to-invent patent system. Finally, Part V examines the main
arguments for and against prior user rights, and concludes that the arguments for prior user rights are much stronger.

II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PATENT LAW IN THE UNITED STATES

A. Overview of the United States Patent System

The United States patent system derives its power from the Constitution, and as such, is firmly rooted in American law. Article I, Section 8 grants Congress the authority "[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to ... Inventors the exclusive Right to their ... Discoveries[.]" [n2] This provision reflects the statutory protection of inventive property in America's colonial era as well as the influence of America's European origins. [n3] America's most significant contribution to the notion of what should be protected is its emphasis on awarding patents based on true inventorship (i.e., originality), *545 rather than exercises of royal prerogative as in England [n4] or privileges as in France. [n5] Two basic principles supporting the protection of intellectual property originated in Europe: 1) innovative and creative products confer a benefit to the public; and 2) those originators and creators are entitled to a reward for their efforts. [n6]

The American colonies' adoption of this European ideology is not surprising since it meshed neatly with the existing American ethos. The colonials, like the Europeans, found that they could develop and stimulate domestic industry by providing incentives for creativity such as awarding exclusive grants and enacting legislation consistent with this purpose. [n7] Undoubtedly, this colonial finding was attributable in part to its consistency with the normative claim many Americans endorsed: that individuals ought to be rewarded for virtues such as hard work and foresight. [n8] Hence, by design, patent law concretely codifies the concept of rewarding those who demonstrate such virtues.

B. What are Prior User Rights?

While United States patent law has evolved over the past two centuries, one central concept remained stable--true inventorship. According to the United States Patent Act of 1952, a person is entitled to a patent unless the invention was made in this country by another who had not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. [n9] This Act sets out two important rules. First, priority of invention is based on the first person to invent, distinguishing the United States from virtually every other country which determines priority of invention based on the first to file patent application system. Second, alleged infringers may use their prior *546 inventorship or that of a third party, as a defense. For example, if B, a patentee, brings a patent infringement suit against A, A can try to invalidate B's patent by proving C invented first.
Being "first," however, does not automatically entitle an inventor to a patent. In certain instances a subsequent independent inventor may receive a patent. In other instances, the first inventor may receive the patent after a subsequent independent inventor has already commercially used, or taken substantial steps to commercially use, the invention before the filing date of the first inventor/patentee. [n10] It is in these situations that the concept of prior user rights is relevant. These rights would provide a limited defense for any party who independently develops or uses the subsequently patented invention, in good faith, before the patentee's filing date, who continues such development or use after the patent issues, and who is sued by the patentee for infringement. In this situation, the party (the prior user) could claim a prior user right and legally continue to exploit the invention in a manner that normally would constitute infringement. [n11]

Prior user rights would not be a reward, certainly not in the sense that a patent is a reward granting its holder exclusive rights to the invention. Rather, they would merely ensure that the pre-filing status quo between the patentee and the prior user is maintained, [n12] and allow, under restricted circumstances, continuation of a domestic commercial enterprise. This allowance recognizes and adheres to a traditional notion of economic justice [n13] that those who exercise diligence and hard work should be able to reap the rewards of their efforts. The conduct most Americans praise in the marketplace is that which is productive. [n14] Prior user rights would safeguard productivity by allowing prior users to use their inventions and profit from their efforts.

C. History of Prior User Rights in the United States

Currently, the United States does not explicitly recognize prior user rights. [n15] However, prior user rights implicitly can be found throughout the history of United States patent law, and even explicitly from 1836-1952. With such deep historical currents in a patent system that has been successful for over two centuries, prior user rights should now be officially recognized in United States patent law.


Interestingly, prior user rights have a history dating back to the first Congress. They were proposed in a private patent bill early in 1790, before the passing of the first patent act. Bailey's bill indicated that if Bailey brought an action against an accused infringer, and if it appeared that the inventions were made earlier, by persons other than Bailey, judgment in such action would be for the accused infringer. [n16] The bill was passed by the full House of Representatives but was defeated in the Senate due to the general patent bill, which eventually became the first patent act. [n17] However, Bailey's bill foreshadowed the future of patent law in the United States.

Although the first patent act, the Patent Act of 1790, did not include provisions for prior users, it did provide strict novelty and examination requirements, perhaps as surrogates for making those rights necessary. The Act not only required the inventor to file a written
specification, a drawing, and a model, but also to prove the invention was "sufficiently useful or important." [n18] Moreover, at least two of three high ranking officials had to scrutinize each application for originality, a task not taken lightly as only 49 out of 114 applications were granted patents *548 in the Patent Act's first two years. [n19] These rigid requirements ingrained the significance of rewarding only the true inventor, and made the possibility of a prior user highly unlikely.

The patent application examination procedure eventually became too time consuming and Congress enacted the Patent Act of 1793 primarily to remedy this situation. [n20] As a result of this Act, patent examination went from the extreme of rigid examination by senior government officials, to an opposite extreme of no examination at all. [n21] This lack of examination, in effect, again made prior user rights unnecessary because anyone could claim first inventorship and receive a duplicate patent. In response to fraud and duplication permeating the patent system, Congress enacted the Patent Act of 1836, which foreclosed the awarding of patents based on applicants' claims of true inventorship. [n22]

The Patent Act of 1836 marked a major turning point in patent law for another reason. Although the Patent Acts of 1790 and 1793 stated that an invention could not be "known or used," [n23] the Patent Act of 1836 codified the vital judicial interpretation of this language. [n24] Coincidentally, in Pennock v. Dialogue [n25] and in Shaw v. Cooper, [n26] Justices Story and McLean, respectively, interpreted the language to mean that inventors cannot acquire good title to a patent, if their inventions were "known or used by others before the application." [n27] For the first time, the United States officially recognized a form of prior user *549 rights whereby patentees could be divested of their patent rights due to another's prior use. The voluntary act or acquiescence in a public sale and use was an abandonment of an inventor's right, and basically a grant of the right to the public. [n28] Thus, if the Secretary of State subsequently granted a patent to the inventor, any member of the public could claim prior user rights as a defense to a patent infringement suit.

By the next significant revision of the patent system, the United States explicitly recognized prior user rights. These rights were set forth in section 7 of the Patent Act of 1839, which provided that anyone who has, or shall have, purchased or made, any newly invented machine, manufacture, or composition of matter before the inventor files a patent application, has the right to use and sell the newly invented machine, manufacture, or composition of matter without liability to the inventor. [n29] Section 7 also indicated that such prior use does not operate to invalidate a patent if the inventor files for an application within two years of the prior use. [n30] Thus, an inventor is given a two year grace period in which to file an application.

The Supreme Court first addressed section 7 of the Patent Act of 1839 in McClurg v. Kingsland. [n31] In this case, the patentee developed and patented his invention while employed by defendants. When defendants refused to purchase his right and continued to use the invention, the *550 patent holder filed suit. [n32] In applying section 7, the Court made two significant interpretations. It spared the patent from invalidation based on a
public use, so long as the inventor filed for an application within the grace period, and permitted the prior user to continue to make or use the invention, even after the filing of the patent application. \[n33\] The Court also interpreted the prior user right to extend to improvements to the invention. \[n34\]

The prior user rights defense remained through the next revision of the patent laws, in the Patent Act of 1870. Section 37 provided for a prior user defense when, prior to the inventor's application for a patent, a person sold, used, purchased from the inventor, or constructed, with the inventor's knowledge and consent, any newly invented patentable article. \[n35\] Prior user rights remained a fixture in United States patent law until 1952.


Explicit provisions for prior user rights were repealed in the Patent Act of 1952. \[n36\] Despite this fact, there have been no reported cases where a first inventor/prior user has been enjoined from practicing his or her invention by a second inventor/patentee, suggesting a tacit recognition of prior user rights. \[n37\] Given this de facto prior user rights *551 system, \[n38\] compounded by the United States' efforts to harmonize its patent laws with those of other countries, there is strong reason for the United States to officially adopt prior user rights now.

Moreover, even after the repeal of the prior user rights provision in 1952, prior user rights continued to be a pertinent topic in United States patent law. These rights were again the subject of legislation in 1967, in a Patent Reform Bill, \[n39\] and today they continue to be a hotly debated topic by scholars \[n40\] as well as the subject of patent reform legislation.

The most drastic advancement of prior user rights since the mid-19th century came in 1994 after the passing of GATT. On October 8, 1994, the Senate passed the Patent Prior User Rights Act of 1994 (S. 2272), sponsored by Senator DeConcini. \[n41\] The Act would have provided relief from patent infringement liability for those who, before the effective filing date of the patent application, commercially use in the United States, or make effective and serious preparation in the United States, any subject matter claimed in the patent. \[n42\] The Act thus would have provided a defense to allow those who commercially use, but do not patent, an invention, to avoid liability for patent infringement if the invention is independently developed and subsequently patented by another. \[n43\] The Act would have also exempted from liability "good faith *552 purchasers" of a product that resulted directly from such use or preparation. \[n44\]

The prior user rights defense, however, would not be absolute. Several limitations and qualifications would narrow the defense to ensure fairness. The defense would only be available for those prior users who independently develop their inventions with no derivation from the patentee; \[n45\] the prior user right would be personal; \[n46\] and the extension of the right would be restricted. \[n47\]
Unfortunately, the Act never progressed beyond the committee stage in the House of Representatives due to its late introduction. [n48] However, recently prior user rights legislation has been addressed again. On August 4, 1995, Representative Carlos Moorhead (R-Calif) introduced the Prior Domestic Commercial Use Act of 1995 (H.R. 2235) which would create a prior user defense to patent infringement. [n49] The House bill is similar to the Senate bill, but with a few significant modifications. First, a new provision was added requiring that the person asserting the prior user defense must have commercially used or reduced to practice the subject matter on which the defense is based more than one year prior to the effective filing date of the patent. [n50] Second, there is no exemption, as provided in the Senate bill, for "good faith purchasers" who buy products that are subject to the prior use defense, and then continue to use or sell them. [n51]

The modifications made by H.R. 2235 make the prior use defense even narrower than that indicated in the Senate bill. H.R. 2235 imposes excessively strict standards, as compared to the prior user rights set forth in the Senate bill. Thus, subsequent reference to "prior user rights" in this paper will refer to the rights provided in S. 2272 because it offers the most well-developed and appropriately defined standard.

III. PRIOR USER RIGHTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH TRADITIONAL AMERICAN ETHOS

A. Development of the Work Ethic and Application of Economic Justice

Prior user rights have a long history in the United States because they bolster a fundamental American ethos: the American work ethic. This ethic has religious roots. It began as a theory that the only way one could be sure he was predestined to go to Heaven was to succeed on Earth, thereby demonstrating that he was one of the Chosen. Under this view, it is the will of God that all must work. Work is accordingly methodical, disciplined and rational; it is morally justified and encouraged even though oriented toward profit and mobility. [n52] One of the fathers of modern sociology, Max Weber, advanced this ideology of the work ethic almost a century ago, and surprisingly it is just as sound now as it was then. [n53] However, more recently the work ethic has evolved into the idea that people should work hard, because doing so is virtuous, advances the common good, provides a means for investment in the future, and increases productivity and innovation. [n54]

*554 America was founded on principles of freedom and opportunity. From these principles grew the belief that law must provide a framework within which many may venture, rather than a favored few, and where each individual can rise according to his or her creative efforts. [n55] The release of this creative energy is necessary for individual growth as well as the good of the American economy as a whole, and should not be barred by rigid laws. It is these beliefs and principles that fostered the most dynamic economy the world has ever known. The work ethic boosts productivity, improves
product quality, increases efficiency, and continues to augment America's global competitiveness and net wealth.

An integral part of the American work ethic is the notion that the marketplace, when functioning properly, rewards hard work, innovation and creativity. This is the notion of economic justice. Both broad social recognition and personal satisfaction provide incentives for individual achievement. The economic justice theory reinforces a willingness to work and creates a climate that encourages creativity.

B. Prior User Rights Foster Both the Work Ethic and the Economic Justice Theory

Adopting prior user rights would advance both the work ethic and the economic justice theory. Those persons who, before the filing of a patent application by another, "commercially used" or "made effective and serious preparation" of the subject matter claimed in the patent, would be permitted to reap the benefits of their substantial industrious efforts. "Substantial" is emphasized because the standard for acquiring prior user rights is more stringent than patentability requirements. To qualify for a patent, an inventor merely has to conceive of the subject matter and reduce it to practice, but a prior user must go beyond mere conception and reduction to practice; she must either have the subject matter in the market or in the advanced stages of potential marketability. Preventing prior users from continuing their commercial efforts at this late stage in the marketability game would likely stifle individual motivation and disrupt commercial viability, two outcomes which are detrimental to the work ethic and the economic justice theory.

Conversely, allowing prior users to continue their actual and potential commercial activity advances these theories. Economic justice requires appropriate rewards for substantial effort. Such effort is implicit in the very nature of prior users, based on their advanced position in the economic race. Thus, rewarding their hard work recognizes their personal achievement and efforts; this social recognition in turn stimulates, rather than inhibits, individual motivation and commercial viability.

Prior user rights allow individuals to continue or to carry out their commercial endeavors. These rights allow prior users to move forward, capitalize on their past investments and, in effect, "to make something of themselves" by realizing their creative potential.

Without prior user rights, prior users are severely harmed. They are prohibited from using the subsequently patented subject matter, just as they are about to enter the economic race. This event immediately halts their economic prosperity and may even reverse it, if they are forced to embark on a new commercial endeavor. With prior user rights, these users are rewarded for the achievements they have earned: profitability, market share, and rate of growth. They are the heroes of American business, those who have shown initiative and struck out new paths which have paid off. Their initiative is shown by their being one of the first to commercially use or effectively
prepare to use an invention, and the mere presence of a suit by a patentee is evidence of the significance of their entrepreneurial efforts.

Of course, we should reward our heroes, but we should also focus on a generalized standard of success, the work ethic, which makes achievement worthwhile and makes all Americans feel that success and, its rewards, are within their reach. Prior user rights ensure that the American dream is still alive, and that individual creativity will be rewarded in the market.

IV. THE ROLE OF PRIOR USER RIGHTS ARISE IN A FIRST-TO-INVENT PATENT SYSTEM

A. Relevant Patent Statute--35 U.S.C. § 102(g)

Priority of invention is limited in its application. It is restricted to those inventors who do not abandon, suppress, or conceal their inventions. Consequently, this rule provides the only recourse available to a prior inventor of a subsequently patented invention, the prospect of invalidating the patent.

The rule is based on a policy of encouraging public disclosure of inventions. A patent represents a bargain between the public and an inventor. The public grants an inventor the exclusive right to practice the invention and in exchange the inventor provides an enabling disclosure of the invention. Therefore, inventors cannot use inventions they fail to disclose to establish priority or patent invalidity, because they deprive the public of its benefit of the bargain. As a result, prior users can be liable for patent infringement and thus estopped from practicing their own invention. This is the primary instance in which prior user rights would arise.

If an inventor of a subsequently patented invention had failed to disclose the invention, the inventor would be able to assert a prior user right. Because it is not always clear that such failure to disclose gives rise to abandonment, suppression, or concealment, this right would provide an alternative to the current all-or-nothing outcome in a patent dispute involving priority. Rather than a prior user winning all because the patent is invalidated, or winning nothing because the patent is upheld, prior user rights would strike a reasonable balance. These rights would enable the prior user to continue to use the invention despite the presence of another's valid patent, subject to specific limitations on the extent of that use.

Prior user rights would also enable second inventors, who independently and in good faith invent the claimed subject matter prior to the patentee's filing date, to continue the use of their invention. This could occur, for example, where the second inventor is quicker than the first inventor in actually reducing their invention to practice. She then either files a patent application, commercializes, or makes substantial efforts to commercialize the invention. Meanwhile, the first inventor, who had an earlier date
of conception and was diligent in reducing his invention to practice, receives a patent on the invention. Currently, the second inventor would be out of luck. However, with prior user rights, the second inventor would be able to use the invention despite the presence of the first inventor's valid patent, subject to specific limitations on the extent of that use.

B. Beneficiaries of Prior User Rights

The minority of beneficiaries of prior user rights would be patent applicants involved in an interference proceeding before the Patent and Trademark Office. [n67] This proceeding involves a priority dispute between two or more inventors, each of whom claims to have been the first inventor of a particular invention. [n68] Since there can only be one first inventor, and therefore only one winner in the current all-or-nothing patent system, everyone else must lose. Prior user rights would permit those adjudged to be subsequent inventors, who meet the statutory requirements of the prior user defense, to continue their commercial endeavors.

Moreover, prior user rights would be a timely benefit for United States inventors in view of recently enacted legislation in accordance with *558 the requirements of the GATT Treaty. This legislation amended United States patent law to permit evidence of inventive activity in a foreign country to be used in interference proceedings to establish a date of invention. [n69] Approximately half of the interference proceedings involve a foreign party. [n70] A prior user right would provide a level playing field for United States inventors in view of other countries' prior user rights. It also provides compensation to those inventors who tried to disclose their inventions in compliance with patent law policy.

The majority of beneficiaries of prior user rights would undoubtedly be trade secret users. The very essence of trade secret [n71] law demands that the invention be kept secret. As a result, without prior user rights, many trade secret users are not only precluded from using their inventions as a defense against patent infringement, but from using their inventions at all. [n72]

So why would anyone choose trade secret protection? [n73] Although patents are frequently the protection of choice, [n74] in some instances trade secret protection will best enable inventors or assignees to exploit their invention. This commonly occurs with regard to process inventions *559 which generally are practiced away from public view. For these inventions, patents may be undesirable because they are difficult to enforce, too expensive, and available to the public after a fixed time. However, by keeping the invention secret, inventors may foreclose not only their opportunity to seek patent protection, but their ability to practice their invention at all. This seems unjust. In choosing trade secret protection, inventors may voluntarily forgo a right to exclusivity, but they should not have to forgo a right to use. Prior user rights would protect trade secret users from preclusive patenting by others. Thus, the benefit of their hard work would be protected.
C. Problem: What Constitutes Concealment or Suppression Under § 102(g)?

Since prior user rights currently do not exist in the United States patent system, patent invalidity is the only defense that prior users and trade secret users have when their prior use conflicts with an issued patent. The problem they face is in determining whether they have suppressed or concealed their invention, and are therefore unable to defeat subsequent patentability. The third restriction on patentability, abandonment is not an issue because it is well established that an abandoned invention will not defeat the patentability of the rediscovery of "lost art." [n75] Furthermore, the most recent legislation regarding patent prior use deemed abandonment insufficient to claim a prior user right defense. [n76] The uncertainty as to what constitutes concealment or suppression, however, creates tension between patent and trade secret laws. The judiciary has attempted to clarify this uncertainty by distinguishing between "non-informing public uses" and "secret uses." However, this distinction is amorphous.

An infamous case involving a secret use was Gilman v. Stearn. [n77] Here an inventor received a patent on a machine that previously had been invented by another, Haas. He kept the machine in his shop, hidden from public view. In holding for the patentee, Judge Learned Hand indicated there had only been a secret prior use of the invention which was insufficient to consider the prior inventor as the first inventor. [n78] This case represents the proposition that an inventor who merely makes a "secret use" of his discovery should not be regarded legally as the first inventor. [n79]

Other judicial decisions grappling with the concealment issue come to the opposite conclusion, distinguishing the case based on whether the invention itself is available to the public. These cases hold that such prior uses are "non-informing public uses" capable of invalidating a subsequent patent. One such decision was rendered in Dunlop Holdings Limited v. Ram Golf Corp. [n80] In this case, the first inventor, Wagner, discovered an ingredient to make golf balls tougher. The invention was subsequently patented by another. Like Haas, Wagner took extreme security measures to protect the secret of his invention, the ingredient that made his golf balls so successful. This time the court held for the prior inventor. The court concluded that selling the balls to the public constituted a public use of the invention which foreclosed a finding of suppression or concealment even though the use did not disclose the discovery, i.e., a "non-informing public use." [n81]

*561 D. Critique of the Distinction Between "Prior Secret Use" and "Non-Informing Public Use"

The resulting distinction between a "non-informing public use" and a "secret use" is trivial for several reasons. First, the factual differences distinguishing them are minimal. In both situations the inventor takes extensive measures to protect the secrecy of the invention. Second, in both situations the public receives a benefit, either directly in a better product or indirectly in a cheaper product. Third, in neither situation does the trade
secret use disclose the invention in the way a patent provides an enabling disclosure of the invention to the public. Finally, the rationale for the distinction is the theory that in the case of a non-informing public use, because the public has access to the invention, the trade secret found in it can be discovered. This argument is tenuous at best. Rarely will the trade secret itself be readily identifiable or discoverable; some extra effort will be required for its discovery. Practically, only competitors would have the incentive and resources to put forth this effort. Since it is unlikely they will know whether they have access to the trade secret, they will probably engage in extensive investigative efforts to try to discover it. The result is that it is immaterial whether the trade secret is available to the public because in all likelihood the public will never discover it.

As a result of this poorly-crafted standard and the resulting conflicting opinions, a prior inventor cannot know in advance if his trade secret use will defeat the patent right of a subsequent patentee. This uncertainty in the market leads to inefficiency because inventors must hedge their bets as to whether they will be able to continue to use their invention if someone subsequently patents it.

E. Prior User Rights Would Remedy Uncertainty

Prior user rights would address continuing uncertainty because in all of these cases, regardless of whether the use is "secret," or a "non-informing public use," first inventors would be able to continue to practice their inventions, thus being rewarded for their investment and hard work.

*562 The Federal Circuit has already dispensed with this distinction, thus completing the first step in implementing this proposal. [n83] In W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. v. Garlock, Inc., [n84] the court held that the prior secret use of a process to create a product did not invalidate the patent, despite the fact that the product had been commercially exploited (i.e., non-informing public use). The court reasoned that the law favors those who file a patent application over prior inventors who suppress or conceal inventions, and rejected the previous distinction.

The Federal Circuit's holding without more is insufficient. To truly improve patent law, the United States should also adopt a patent policy in which prior use does not invalidate a patent, but gives rise to prior user rights. [n85] This would, in turn, enhance trade secret protection which is a justifiable result of implementing prior user rights.

The Supreme Court's landmark opinion in Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp. [n86] gives credence to this assertion. In holding that state trade secret law was not pre-empted by federal patent laws, the Court recognized that trade secret law and patent law have co-existed in this country for over a century. [n87] Each has its particular role to play, and the operation of one does not take away from the need for the other. [n88]

Prior user rights would thus "fit" into our first-to-invent system in those instances where a prior inventor suppresses or conceals an invention which is eventually patented by
another. Because many of these prior inventors will be trade secret users, one wholly legitimate consequence of prior user rights would be the strengthening of trade secret law.

*563 V. MAIN ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST PRIOR USER RIGHTS

The debate between opponents and proponents of prior user rights is long-standing. [n89] The following section considers and rebuts the strongest criticisms of prior user rights. [n90]

A. Prior User Rights Undercut the Objectives of the Patent System and are, thus, too Costly

To support this theory, opponents argue that prior user rights deprive patentees of the benefit of their bargain. Since patentees provide an enabling disclosure of the invention to the public, they are entitled to exclusive rights to the invention. Allowing prior users to continue their infringing use is simply unfair to the patentee.

The argument is well-theorized, but unfounded. The strict requirements of the prior user right make it very difficult to obtain. This ensures that the right is limited to give protection only to the vested interest of those who learned nothing from disclosure of the invention by the patentee. It allows them to continue a wholly legitimate enterprise.

Furthermore, the practical benefits of prior user rights far exceed the costs. In addition to strengthening trade secret protection, they would eliminate some of the disparate treatment between domestic and foreign businesses. Prior user rights can be found in almost every industrialized foreign country. [n91] As a consequence, United States holders of foreign patents are unable to estop prior users from continuing to use the invention in that country, whereas foreign holders of United States patents can estop prior users from continued use in the United States. [n92] Compounded by the fact that almost 50% of patent applications filed in the United States are from residents of foreign countries, [n93] the lack of prior user rights in the United States provides foreign businesses with a distinct competitive commercial advantage over those of the United States.

Prior user rights would also allay some significant concerns in the software industry. The trend towards patenting software is causing some companies to patent software techniques that are "old" or "well known," thereby precluding prior users from using techniques on which they have come to rely. [n94] Prior user rights would, at least in some situations, enable those prior users who meet the strict requirements to continue their use without being liable for patent infringement.

Finally, with the growing economic importance of new and improved technological advances, many companies are being forced to publish, patent, or perish. In other words,
they can either publish or patent every little invention or slight improvement, or be precluded from using it and, thus, perish in the marketplace. The publishing option can be highly undesirable since it exposes to the public, competitors included, the secret to a company's success. The patenting option is not only unfeasible, but also impractical, as the expense of obtaining a patent is high. Due to these costs, most companies are forced to limit patent protection to only their high priority inventions.

Again, prior user rights offer a viable solution to the publish, patent or perish problem. Companies could continue their system of patenting only high-priority inventions without fear of preclusive patenting on their less significant inventions. Opponents argue that by increasing trade secret protection, inventors will be more inclined to choose trade secret protection over patent protection, thus diminishing the significance of patent law. A result of this inclination could be that inventors will be discouraged from disclosing their inventions, a result running contrary to the policy of patent law, which seeks to encourage prompt disclosure.

This argument implies a conflict between trade secret and patent laws that does not exist. The Supreme Court clearly stated in Kewanee Oil that patent and trade secret law can co-exist. More important, the Court reasoned that since patent law offers much greater protection than trade secret law, the possibility is very remote that an inventor who believes his invention meets the standards of patentability will sit back, rely on trade secret law and, after one year of use, forfeit any right to patent protection. As a result, prior users will rely on trade secret protection only in those limited situations where it offers the best or only protection.

*565 B. Prior User Rights Arise so Infrequently that there is no need for them

Opponents offer several statistics to support this contention. First, they argue that over 99% of the patent applications filed in the United States raise no dispute as to the identity of the first inventor. Second, opponents argue that even in those countries that have prior user rights, the right is only occasionally invoked.

This argument lacks merit. Just because something arises infrequently does not mean it is unnecessary. "There is no comfort for someone who has just been struck by lightning to reflect on how infrequently such a thing happens." Moreover, there is a primary reason why this statistical information may be irrelevant or at least misleading. The latest amendment to 35 U.S.C. § 104, which now allows foreign inventors to establish a date of invention by reference to activity in a NAFTA or WTO member country, significantly opens the door for potential first inventor disputes. Prior user rights would, at least in some circumstances, enable the losers to continue the use of their United States business operations. Additionally, in those situations where foreign inventors prevail in the first-inventor dispute, prior user rights put United States businesses on equal footing with their foreign competitors who would be able to continue such use in their countries.
While this debate continues, it seems the weight of the evidence leads to one conclusion, that the United States should officially adopt prior user rights.

VI. CONCLUSION

Within the last few years, patent law has been used as a tool to bring the world closer together. Its unifying use is exemplified by its incorporation into the GATT and NAFTA treaties. By officially adopting patent prior user rights, the United States would be taking one step in this global unification by harmonizing one of its patent laws to conform with that of virtually every other country.

The adoption of prior user rights has domestic advantages as well. Implicitly, they are currently being used, and by codifying these rights the United States would be able to eliminate the untenable distinction that presently exists in trade secret law. Furthermore, adopting these rights would put domestic businesses on equal footing with their foreign competitors which currently have an economic advantage because of such rights in foreign patent laws. Finally, prior user rights foster and further the American work ethic. They encourage the release of creative energy and safeguard the United States' position as a leader in this competitive global economy. Accordingly, the United States should adopt prior user rights into its existing patent system.
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